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Cancer immunotherapy has emerged as a promising treatment that utilizes
the innate or adaptive immunity to generate a robust killing of malignant cells.
However, only a limited number of cancer patients showed responsiveness
to immunotherapies such as checkpoint inhibitors, suggesting the need for
potent alternative strategies. In the present study, we explored the therapeutic
potentials of costimulatory molecules including TNF superfamily member 4
(TNFSF4), member 9 (TNFSF9), and member 18 (TNFSF18). In tumor samples
from human colorectal and lung cancer patients, expression of these factors
positively correlated with lymphocyte infiltration and expression of several
immune effector genes. In syngeneic mouse tumor models, overexpression
of the TNF superfamily costimulatory factors in murine colorectal or lung
cancer cells significantly suppressed tumor progression. Especially, TNFSF9
and 18 showed stronger antitumor effects than TNFSF4. Together, our study
demonstrated the great potential of cancer immunotherapy targeting these
immune costimulatory molecules.
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Introduction

Materials and Methods

The recent development of immunotherapies has revolutionized
cancer treatment. Checkpoint inhibitors such as anti-PD-1 and
anti-PD-L1 antibodies have been used to treat various cancers [1].
However, the overall rate of responsiveness remains limited [2]. Both
tumor-intrinsic and -extrinsic factors may lead to the resistance to
checkpoint blockade, including low expression of immune signaling
molecules (e.g. PD-L1, type I interferon), epigenetic silencing of
chemokines, low tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, and the prominence
of immunosuppressive cells [3]. Therefore, it is warranted to explore
other effective immunotherapeutic targets.

Database analysis

Costimulatory molecules play a crucial role in effector immune
response, providing costimulatory signals for immune cell
proliferation, differentiation, activation, and cytokine production
[4,5]. Moreover, costimulatory pathways are essential in driving
effective antitumor immunity [6]. The Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF)
and TNF Receptor (TNFR) superfamilies (TNFSF/TNFRSF) are
principal parts of costimulatory molecules [7-9]. The coordinated
surface expression of TNFSF/TNFRSF ligand-receptor pairs on
Antigen Presentation Cells (APCs), antigen-specific T cells, and
NK cells shape the T/NK cell-mediated immune response. Several
studies have shown that stimulation of the TNFSF/TNFRSF pathway
promotes impressive antitumor immunity in various murine
tumor models by activating the downstream NF-κB and MAPK
pathways that upregulate the effector cytokine production and
prolong cytotoxic cells survival [10,11]. Besides, agonists of these
costimulatory molecules are now being tested in ongoing clinical trials
have shown promising outcomes [12-14]. However, a comparison
of the antitumor activities of these TNF superfamilies factors hasn’t
been performed.

Cell lines
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The correlation between TNFSF4/9/18 expression and
immune cell infiltration in colorectal adenocarcinoma and lung
adenocarcinoma was analyzed by a gene module in the TIMER2.0
database (www.timer.cistrome.org) [15,16].
The cBioPortal [17] database (www.cbioportal.org) was used
to analyze the correlation between the expression of TNFSF4/9/18
between CD69, GZMA and PRF1 in colorectal adenocarcinoma and
lung adenocarcinoma.
CT26 cell line is murine colon adenocarcinoma cells derived from
BALB/c mice, and LLC1 cell line is murine lung adenocarcinoma cells
derived from C57BL/6 mice. CT26 and LLC1 cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 and DMEM, respectively, supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cell lines were
authenticated by Shanghai Biowing Applied Biotechnology using
short tandem repeat analysis and routinely tested for mycoplasma.
Antibodies
Antibodies for flow cytometry analysis were purchased from
BioLegend. The following antibodies were used: APC-conjugated
antibodies to mouse TNFSF4 (clone RM134L); PE-conjugated
antibodies to mouse TNFSF9 (clone TKS-1) and TNFSF18 (clone
YGL386).
Lentivirus production and transduction
cDNAs for mouse TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 were cloned
into lentiviral vectors co-expressing ZsGreen. Lentiviruses were
produced and titrated by OBiO Technology (Shanghai). CT26 and
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Figure 1: Correlation of TNFSF4, TNFSF9 or TNFSF18 expression with levels of tumor-infiltrated lymphocytes in human COAD (colorectal adenocarcinoma) and
LUAD (lung adenocarcinoma).

LLC1 cell lines were infected with lentiviruses in the presence of 8
μg/mL polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich). A transduction efficiency of >90%
in each tumor cell line was validated by FACS analysis of ZsGreen
expression before use. Successful expression of TNFSF4, TNFSF9,
and TNFSF18 in tumor cell lines was also validated by FACS.

to compare treatment groups with control groups or, when means of
more than two groups were compared, by two-way ANOVA followed
by a Bonferroni multiple comparison test. Statistical analyses were
performed with GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software). P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

In vitro cell proliferation/viability assay

Study approval

Proliferation/viability of CT26 and LLC1 cell lines overexpressing
mouse TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 were assessed by Cell
Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) (Dojindo, Japan) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Absorbance was measured using a
microplate reader (Tecan).

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
Shanghai, China.

Flow cytometry analysis
To validate the expression of costimulatory molecules, CT26
and LLC1 cell lines transduced with lentiviruses expressing TNFSF4,
TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 were detached with 20 mM EDTA, washed
twice with PBS containing 1% BSA and stained with corresponding
antibodies. Fluorescence data were acquired on a BD LSRFortessa cell
analyzer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software.
Syngeneic mouse models
To establish syngeneic tumor models, CT26 (0.5×106/mouse)
and LLC1(1×106/mouse) cell lines overexpressing mouse TNSFS4,
TNFSF9, TNFSF18, or empty vector were injected subcutaneously at
the right lower flank of 6- to 8-week-old BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice,
respectively. Tumors were measured every three days using a digital
caliper, and the tumor volume was calculated using the following
formula: V=L×W2/2, where L and W are the long and short diameters
of the tumor, respectively.
Statistical analysis
Data are shown as mean values ± SEM. Two-tailed t-tests were used
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Results
The expression of costimulatory molecules positively
correlated with lymphocyte infiltration and immune
effector factor levels
To examine the role of costimulatory molecules in the process of
tumor immunity, we analyzed the correlation between the expression
of TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 and lymphocyte infiltration
levels in colorectal adenocarcinoma and lung adenocarcinoma from
TIMER database [15,16]. The results indicated that tumors with high
costimulatory molecule expression showed significantly elevated
infiltration of CD8+ T and NK cells in colorectal adenocarcinoma
patients. Meanwhile, the expression of TNFSF4 and TNFSF18
positively correlated with the infiltration of CD4+ T cells (Figure
1). Furthermore, we observed a similar correlation between
costimulatory molecule expression and immune infiltration of CD8+
T and NK cells in lung adenocarcinoma patients, although it seemed
that the expression of TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 had little
association with CD4+ T cells infiltration (Figure 1).
The immune effector molecules in the tumor microenvironment
are predictors of the strength of local antitumor immunity [18,19].
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Figure 2: Correlation of TNFSF4, TNFSF9 or TNFSF18 expression with immune effector markers including CD69, GZMA and PFR1 in human COAD (colorectal
adenocarcinoma) and LUAD (lung adenocarcinoma).

Figure 3: (A) FACS analysis of mouse TNFSF4, TNFSF9 and TNFSF18 expression in murine colon adenocarcinoma cell lines CT26 and lung adenocarcinoma cell
lines LLC1 transduced with lentiviruses overexpressing these factors or empty vector (Vec). (B) In vitro CCK-8 cell viability assay of CT26 and LLC1 overexpressing
mouse TNFSF4 (T4), TNFSF9 (T9) or TNFSF18 (T18) (n=5).
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Therefore, we investigated the connection between the expression
of TNFSF4/9/18 and immune effector molecules. As expected, we
found a significantly positive correlation between the expression
of costimulatory molecules and T lymphocytes/NK cells activation
marker CD69 and cytotoxic factors including granzyme A (GZMA)
and perforin (PRF1) in both colorectal and lung adenocarcinoma
samples (Figure 2).
Collectively, these results indicate that enhancement of
costimulatory molecule levels in the tumor microenvironment
may promote lymphocyte infiltration and elevate the expression of
immune effector factors.
Tumoral expression of costimulatory
suppresses tumor progression

molecules

To explore the therapeutic potentials of the TNF superfamily
costimulatory molecules, we established stable expression of mouse
TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 in mouse colorectal adenocarcinoma
cell line CT26 and lung adenocarcinoma cell line LLC1 using lentiviral
transduction. Overexpression of TNFSF4, TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 on
the cell membranes was confirmed by FACS analysis (Figure 3A).
Moreover, we found that overexpression of the above factors did not
impact tumor cell proliferation/viability in vitro using Cell Counting
Kit 8 (Figure 3B). Interestingly, tumoral overexpression TNFSF4,
TNFSF9, and TNFSF18 resulted in a remarkable suppression of
tumor growth in the syngeneic subcutaneous mouse tumor models.
Notably, we observed a complete regression of TNFSF9-overexpressed
tumors (in all 6 mice) on day 18 in the CT26 model (Figure 4A). 3
out 6 CT26-TNFSF18 tumors eventually disappeared. Similarly,
the LLC1 cell lines overexpressing TNFSF9 (in 6 out of 7 mice) and
TNFSF18 (in all 7 mice) even failed to form a palpable tumor in the
mouse subcutaneous model (Figure 4B). In conclusion, our findings
illustrate that the costimulatory molecules potently suppress tumor
progression, and the antitumor effects of TNFSF9 and 18 appear to
be superior to that of TNFSF4.

Discussion
Cancer immunotherapies such as immune checkpoint inhibitors
(anti-PD-1/PD-L1 and anti-CTLA4) and adoptive cell therapy
(CAR-T) emerge as novel strategies to overcome the obstacles of
traditional cancer treatments and achieved considerable success in
prolonging the survival of patient [20,21]. Nevertheless, these cancer
immunotherapeutic strategies elicited robust antitumor immunity
only in a limited cohort of patients [22]. The immune checkpoint
inhibitors therapy utilizes specific antibodies to block the suppressive
immune response “brake” signals and reverse the anergy of exhausted
effector cells. However, the tumor microenvironment usually favors
immune escape by downregulation of the costimulatory signals that
prompt an insufficient activation of effector cells [20,23]. Similarly,
the short half-life of the adoptive T cells in vivo is one of the primary
obstacles of T cell-based cancer immunotherapy due to the lack
of costimulatory signals in the tumor microenvironment [24,25].
Therefore, immunotherapy utilizing the costimulatory molecules may
circumvent these problems. There are serval strategies to target the
costimulatory pathway for clinical applications: Agonistic antibodies
for costimulatory receptors (e.g. TNFRSF) and costimulatory ligands
(e.g. TNFSF) fused to IgG Fc [26]; Delivery of sequences encoding
costimulatory ligands by oncolytic viruses [27] or mesenchymal stem
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

Figure 4: Tumor growth of vector (Vec)-, TNFSF4 (T4)-, TNFSF9 (T9)-or
TNFSF18 (T18)-overexpressed CT26 cells (n=6 mice/group) (A) or LLC1
cells (n=7 mice/group) (B) in syngeneic subcutaneous models. ****P<0.0001.

cells [18].
In the process of antitumor immune response, costimulatory
molecules deliver essential activation signals in promoting effector
cell proliferation, differentiation, and survival [28]. The ligands of costimulatory receptors are mainly founded on the surface of Antigen
Presentation Cells (APCs), such as Dendritic Cells (DCs). The
antigen-specific T cells are able to identify Major Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC) conjugated tumor antigen and initiate the first
activation signal pathway. Then, the costimulatory ligands on the
APCs interact with the T cells’ costimulatory receptors, driving the
activation of effector cells, provoking a potent antitumor response
ultimately [5,29,30]. Furthermore, the interaction of costimulatory
ligands and receptors also contributes to the activation of Natural
Killing (NK) cells and promotes cytokine production [4,11].
In agreement with the essential role of costimulatory molecule in
the initiation of adaptive immunity, current study revealed a positive
correlation of costimulatory molecule expression with infiltration
of lymphocytes including CD4+ T, CD8+ T, and NK cells, as well
as the expression of immune effector markers including CD69,
GZMA, and PFR1 in human colorectal and lung adenocarcinoma.
In mouse syngeneic models for colorectal cancer and lung cancer,
tumoral expression of costimulatory molecules potently suppressed
tumor progression. Notably, TNFSF9 and TNFSF18 exhibited better
therapeutic effects than TNFSF4. TNFRSF4 is induced on activated
T cells after antigen recognition, mainly on the surface of CD4+ T
cells. In comparison, the TNFRSF9 was founded on the surface T, B,
NK cells, and DCs. The TNFRSF18 is highly expressed in Treg cells
and can be induced upregulation on the surface of activated CD8+
and CD4+ T cells. Thus, TNFSF9 and TNFSF18 possess more diverse
Austin J Cancer Clin Res 8(2): id1091 (2021) - Page - 04
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target cell populations, which may be one reasonable explanation for
their higher antitumor activity as compared to TNFSF4.
In conclusion, our research highlighted the great promises of
costimulatory molecule-based immunotherapy, which directly
activates the immune effector cells to achieve robust antitumor effects.
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